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Abstract
A new type of livestock enclosure from the Late Bronze Age has been discovered. 
Stone walls outline a pair of circular or oval areas that may be up to 50 m in diameter. 
The stone walls are invisible at the surface; they were discovered in north-western 
Crimea and only w ith the aid of remote sensing and geophysical surveys. In the 
period 2007-2020, over tw o dozen of these structures were found; none has ever 
been noted before. The locations of these sites were first suggested in satellite 
imagery, often as areas w ith unusually green vegetation. Then, large-area magnetic 
surveys delineated the buried stone enclosures, fo r there was a good contrast 
between the non-magnetic limestone walls and the rather magnetic soil. The features 
can be identified by the unique pattern of the walls: An almost-complete circular arc 
that is connected to a full circle or oval. The soil w ithin the features has a high level 
of urease enzyme activity and a high concentration of thermophilic microorganisms. 
This suggests the composting of animal dung and plant residues; therefore, these 
were corrals and the raising of livestock was a part of the economy. Only one of the 
doubled enclosures is found at most settlements; the livestock were probably owned 
by all o f the inhabitants. Each settlement had several dwellings, and these had 
earthen basins whose edges were lined w ith vertical stone slabs. Several small-area 
excavations exposed corral walls. Magnetic measurements of the soil and rock 
were the basis fo r magnetic models; the calculated anomalies agree w ith the 
measurements o f the magnetic maps.
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1 | IN TRO D U CTIO N
In the Late Bronze Age (fifteenth-tenth  centuries вс), north-western 
Crimea was inhabited by settled tribes who farmed and raised live­
stock. These tribes belonged to  the Sabatinovka and Belozerka cul­
tures. Their sites have been investigated by V ita liy A. Kolotukhin 
(Колотухин, 2003); he compiled a map o f their distribution and exca­
vated several sites on the north-western coast o f theTarkhankut pen­
insula: The settlements o f Burun-Eli (second half o f the fourteenth 
century вс), Skalistoye-2, Vodopoynoye-1, and Bay-Kiyat (tw e lfth - 
eleventh centuries вс) (Figure 1, sites 2-5). Kolotukhin's excavations
revealed as many as ten dwellings in each settlement. These dwellings 
were found to  be shallow rectangular pits w ith  the ir walls faced with 
fla t stone slabs that had been set on edge. The lengths o f the pits or 
basins ranged from 4 to  8 m. Fireplaces, ash pits, and several other 
domestic pits were found in each building. In addition, a line o f pits 
marked where pillars once supported a roof.
The new research that is described here was carried out in 
2007-2020. It continues Kolotukin's work w ith the discovery o f new 
settlements; most importantly, we have now found livestock corrals at 
many settlements. The four phases o f this work were: Analysis of sat­
ellite photographs, field walking, performing magnetic and
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F I G U R E  1 A shaded relief map o f north­
western Crimea. Yellow circles locate Late 
Bronze Age sites that have corrals. Red circles 
mark those sites that are w ithou t corrals, or 
where none are known. The numbers identify 
sites that are discussed in this article: 1, Bakal- 
2; 2, Burun-Eli; 3, Bai-Kiyat; 4, Skalistoye-2;
5, Vodopoinoye-1; 6, H14; 7, H20; 8, H8;
9, H9; 10, H6; 11, H2; 12, H I; 13, Snezhnoe; 
14, H22a; 15, Tyumen 15; 16, Tyumen 3;
17, Bagai [Colour figure can be viewed at 
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
conductivity surveys, and making some small excavations. We have 
discovered 45 new settlements o f the Late Bronze Age and 22 of 
them have double corrals; together w ith  Kolotukin's discoveries, there 
are now 61 known sites in north-western Crimea (Figure 1). These 
discoveries have allowed an evaluation o f the economy and social 
structure o f the local population in the Late Bronze Age 
(Смекалова, 2010; Смекалова & Кутайсов, 2017).
2 | PRIOR EXP LO R A TIO N S AT RELATED  
SITES
Other researchers have found tha t aerial photography can provide 
detailed evidence of ancient farming, and LiDAR (light detection and 
ranging) maps have recently become very helpful. However, old fields 
may now be buried under a layer o f deposited soil; geophysical explo­
ration may be needed then. Chadwick (2013) has summarized the 
detection of ancient fields in England w ith  geophysical methods. A 
magnetic survey in Greece delineated canals and dikes that could 
mark field boundaries (Lane, Horsley, Charami, &  Bittner, 2016), while 
another magnetic survey in Italy detected possible pits fo r a rural 
Greek farmhouse (Davis, Prieto, Loven, &  Christiensen, 2003). In Cri­
mea, several Greek farmhouses and vineyards have been revealed 
w ith  a magnetometer (Smekalova, Bevan, Chudin, &  Garipov, 2016). 
Techniques fo r detecting prehistoric fields in the United States have 
been summarized by Nolan (2014); he indicates that measurements of 
magnetic susceptibility are suitable fo r revealing gardens where native 
vegetation has been burned to  allow farming.
Magnetic surveys have been made at many Bronze Age sites in 
Europe. These have found many fascinating anomalies: A  c ity  plan in
Turkey (Matney & Algaze, 1995), a fortified settlement in Russia 
(Martyshko, Noskewich, Fedorova, &  Muraviev, 2010), enclosures of 
concentric circles in Poland (Furmanek, Mackiewicz, Myslecki, & 
Wroniecki, 2015), fortresses in Armenia (Lindsay, Leon, Smith, & 
W iktorowicz, 2014), and tells in Hungary (Fischl, Kienlin, & 
Pusztai, 2016). About 300 stone monuments, dating to  about 
1000 вс, have been discovered w ith  magnetic surveys in the North 
Caucasus (Reinhold, Korobov, &  Belinskij, 2017, 213-245, figures 
150, 167). The compilation of magnetic maps by Becker and Fas­
sbinder (2001) includes additional illustrations from many sites. How­
ever, neither these nor any other publication o f geophysical maps, 
aerial photographs, or site maps has been found that shows the pat­
tern o f the corrals that has been revealed by this exploration.
Only a few  geophysical surveys have found reliable evidence of 
either a corral or other livestock enclosures. In Kazakstan, rather circu­
lar alignments o f magnetic anomalies (possibly post holes) could ou t­
line horse corrals (Olsen, Bradley, Maki, &  Outram, 2006, 106). Oval 
magnetic features in Armenia coincide w ith visible rings o f stones; 
these might reveal corrals from the Bronze Age or recent times 
(Lindsay, Smith, &  Badalyan, 2010). In the western United States, 
magnetic susceptibility surveys at an 1840 fo rt have found high read­
ings at the location o f a known corral (Wiewel &  Kvamme, 2014, 14). 
Two mud walls o f a corral at another historic fo rt in the United States 
were detected by a magnetic survey; this anomaly could be identified 
because o f an historic map and notes (De Vore, 2002). A  former stable 
at the historical site o f Harpers Ferry in the United States was 
detected as a region of low resistivity (Bevan, 1996); the locations of 
corrals along the nineteenth century stage stop in the western United 
States have also been found to  have low  resistivity. Modern 
corrals and livestock feedlots have been investigated w ith resistivity
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and conductivity surveys; this is because they may be a source of 
water pollution.
3 I LAN D SCA PE C H A R A C T ER IST IC S  OF THE  
SETTLEM EN TS
Each settlement o f the Late Bronze Age in north-western Crimea 
occupies a distinctive niche in the landscape: It is situated on a prom­
ontory, or ridge, between tw o  converging ravines or on the side o f a 
ravine (Смекалова & Кутайсов, 2017, 93, 94). People and livestock 
were protected from cold winds when they descended to  the bottoms 
of the nearby ravines in the cold part o f the year; this was most 
im portant in late w inter or early spring when domestic animals gave 
birth. There is also a hydrological advantage, fo r the water-bearing 
horizon is shallower near the bottom o f valleys; a well there does not 
need to  be very deep. Additionally, dams were constructed in the 
ravines fo r storing meltwater during w inter and springtime.
Settlements from the Late Bronze Age are often revealed by a 
thick humus-enriched soil that is visible on eroded surfaces and on soil 
mounds at the burrows of rodents and foxes. This soil has an ashy col­
our and it  contains many fragments o f animal bones and handmade 
pottery. The animal burrows themselves are good indicators o f settle­
ments. Another indicator is th ick vegetation, usually dominated by 
cotton thistle (Onopordum acanthium), w ild onion, wormwood, and 
wild flax. All o f these natural signs were sought during surface surveys 
(Смекалова, 2010).
A  temporal model o f the formation o f soil humus has been devel­
oped fo r the Crimean steppe (Lisetskii, Smekalova, &  Marinina, 2016). 
This shows that the humic horizon at settlements o f the Late Bronze 
Age has a thickness o f 52 cm in the s ixteenth-fourteenth centuries 
вс; during tw o  later periods (th irteenth-tw e lfth  and eleventh-ninth 
centuries вс), this thickness is 4 6 -4 9  cm. If the cultivated soil at the 
settlements is a clay loam w ith little  gravel, modern steppe vegetation 
can form a soil layer that can even be thicker than these ancient 
buried soils.
4 | THE G EO P H Y SIC A L CH A R A CTER  OF 
TH ESE SITES
Bedrock at all o f these sites is porous and layered limestone; the soil 
has been derived primarily from that limestone and it  has a high con­
ten t o f clay. The soil contains a moderate fraction o f stones. These 
are often about 0.1 m in diameter, although large stones w ith a diame­
ter o f up to  0.5 m can be found at the surface. Limestone bedrock is 
visible on the sides o f some ravines; in most other areas, it  may be at 
a depth o f about 1 m.
The parameter called volume magnetic susceptibility is identified 
here as ‘parts per thousand’, and abbreviated ppt. This parameter can 
be converted to  the common value fo r susceptibility, which has no 
unit name, by simply dividing by 1000. Therefore, a susceptibility of 
1 ppt is the same as 0.001 SI.
Limestone is almost non-magnetic, fo r its susceptibility at these 
sites is typically 0.01 ppt (the same as 1 x  10~5 SI). The soil is moder­
ately magnetic and its susceptibility is about 1 ppt. The remanent 
magnetization o f the soil was found to  be 20-40%  o f its induced mag­
netization. This was determined by cutting four different samples of 
soil into approximate spheres; they were then rotated near the sensor 
o f a magnetometer. The procedure is described in Bevan (2016, 
appendix 4). The origin o f this remanent magnetization has not been 
investigated. The electrical conductivity o f the soil is usually 10 -20  
mS/m, while the conductivity o f bedrock is less than 5 mS/m.
A t these sites, the magnitude of the Earth's magnetic field was 
about 49 500 nT at an inclination o f 63°. Magnetic north was about 
7° east of geographic north in this area.
These geophysical surveys were performed in rural areas with 
typical steppe vegetation. Native grass can reach a height o f 1 m, but 
it  dies o ff in the winter. There are a few  small bushes, but no trees 
w ith in the areas of work. W hile the surveys were usually near ravines, 
the areas of exploration were often rather flat.
5 | THE M ETHOD OF IN VESTIG ATIO N
The search fo r settlements was accomplished w ith remote sensing, 
geophysical exploration, and traditional archaeology. A t first, satellite 
photographs of large areas were examined and interpreted. Images 
from Google Earth were suitable, and these photographs are included 
in the figures here. The settlements o f the Late Bronze Age are most 
apparent in photographs that were taken in spring. During this time 
there is a good contrast in uncultivated vegetation, and corrals are 
often found at green spots. This is because of the dense vegetation 
that grows in the fertile soil w ith in the corals and near the 
settlements. In fields that are currently plowed, the ashy colour of the 
soil is visible.
Promising locations were selected, the ir geographic coordinates 
were noted and routes fo r at-surface surveys were mapped. Next, 
motorcar and pedestrian examination was conducted in order to  
check the areas. Identification of settlements dating to  the Late Bro­
nze Age is complicated by the fact that the stone structures are now 
buried and invisible at the surface. The same clues that applied to  the 
interpretation of satellite photographs aided an examination on the 
ground; diagnostic potsherds may allow the dating o f settlements to  
the Late Bronze Age.
The final and best evidence o f a settlement from the Late Bronze 
Age was obtained through magnetic surveys (Aspinall, Gaffney, & 
Schmidt, 2008; Smekalova e t al., 2016); these surveys revealed the 
unique patterns o f the double pens and also the cluster o f dwellings 
that are often nearby. These magnetic maps were the basis for 
locating excavations.
The geophysical instrument was an Overhauser four-sensor mag­
netometer, a model GSM-19WG from the Canadian company, Gem 
Systems. This instrument measured the total magnetic field o f the 
Earth. The four sensors were mounted on a wheeled cart and this 
allowed a strip that was 2 m wide to  be measured during each
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traverse (Figure 2). The active centres o f the sensors were at a height 
of about 0.3 m above the ground surface. A  separate base station 
magnetometer provided a temporal correction fo r the magnetic maps.
A fte r this temporal correction, the magnetic maps needed no fu r­
ther data processing, except fo r the site o f Tyumin 15. A  malfunction 
of the magnetometer caused errors spikes at 0.4% o f the measure­
ments during the survey of that area; most of these errors have either 
been deleted or replaced by the median of the eight adjacent 
readings.
In the resulting grey-scale magnetic maps, positive anomalies 
(magnetic highs) are shown as dark grey, while light grey marks nega­
tive anomalies. These negative anomalies outline a double pen in 
Figure 3; the anomalies are primarily negative because the stone of 
the pens is less magnetic than the surrounding soil.
The calculated anomaly in Figure 4 is similar to  the pattern found 
in the magnetic measurements of stone corrals. As suggested by this 
calculation, the magnetic high in Figure 3 is weaker on the east and 
west sides of the corral. The calculations were made w ith the Potent 
(for Potential field) program from Geophysical Software Solutions.
The Potent program is usually applied to  the automatic determ i­
nation o f a magnetic model whose calculated field is most similar to  
one's measurements. This is called a magnetic inversion. For the ana­
lyses here, the program was operated in its forward modelling mode; 
the magnetic models were manually changed until good matches were 
found between the calculations and the measurements. Forward 
modelling was applied because the magnetic maps at these sites have 
significant spatial noise caused by random stones in the soil; inversion 
is affected too strongly by this variability. Forward modelling also 
allows constraints between d ifferent parts of a magnetic model, such 
as their relative locations or directions of magnetization; these con­
straints are not available w ith  inversion software tha t is now available.
F I G U R E  2 The Overhauser magnetometer w ith its four sensors 
on a cart. The sensors are the white cylinders along the bar; the 
control-readout unit is carried in fron t of the operator. Typical steppe 
vegetation is seen here [Colour figure can be viewed at 
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
F I G U R E  3 A  double corral at site H6. This is a grey-scale 
magnetic map; the large arc-shaped corral is marked 1. The walls of 
this corral connect to  a smaller corral on the left. The buried stone 
walls are revealed as a light grey line, fo r the stone is less magnetic 
than the soil. The background here is a satellite image; the green 
colour reveals the lush vegetation around this Late Bronze Age 
settlement. The fertile soil attracted later people; they plowed the 
fields tha t are seen here as horizontal stripes. This site is on the slopes 
to  the south o f Lake Dzharylgach (see site 10 in Figure 1) [Colour 
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
These Bronze Age sites have been explored primarily w ith  mag­
netometers. However, some additional information was acquired from 
conductivity surveys w ith a Geonics model EM38RT electromagnetic 
induction meter. The stone walls of the corrals appear to  be invisible 
to  the conductivity survey; however, the conductivity meter some­
times, but not always, found high conductivity w ith in the corrals. 
Some o f the house pits were detected as high-conductivity anomalies. 
Other high conductivity anomalies were also revealed; these are likely 
to  have a cultural origin, although their true source has not ye t been 
revealed by excavation.
The parameters o f electrical conductivity and magnetic suscepti­
b ility  are independent o f each other fo r many archaeological features; 
it  is valuable to  record both. While the EM38 can also measure the 
magnetic susceptibility o f the soil, tha t mode has not been applied 
since those findings would be similar to  those o f the magnetometer. 
However, if the stones had remanent magnetization, a magnetic sus­
ceptib ility survey would have yielded simpler maps. For further in fo r­
mation on the archaeological applications o f the EM38, see the 
monograph by Clay (2000).
For the conductivity surveys, the magnetic dipoles of the EM38 
were vertical and the base of the instrument was at a height o f about 
0.2 m above the soil; the measurements have not been corrected for 
this height. Readings were made at intervals of 0.5 m along lines of
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F IG U R E  4  The magnetic anomaly o f a 
circular ring. This calculated magnetic map 
approximates the anomaly o f a stone circle. 
The magnetic low  above the ring changes 
little around the circumference. However, the 
magnetic high to  the north o f the ring changes 
around the circumference; it  is lowest on the 
east and west sides o f the ring [Colour figure 
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
Calculated magnetic anomaly of 
an approximately circular ring. 
Total magnetic field 
Calculation interval = 0.5 m 
Calculation height = 0m  
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traverse that were spaced by 0.5 m. It was necessary to  sh ift the loca­
tions o f the readings backwards along each traverse by a distance of 
0.75 m; this corrected fo r a measurement delay and averaging tha t is 
always found w ith fast surveys.
6 | RESULTS OF THE G E O P H YSIC A L  
SURVEYS
The most remarkable discoveries are the pairs of large stone-walled 
animal pens (corrals) at many of the settlements o f the Late Bronze 
Age. The magnetic surveys in north-western Crimea have now rev­
ealed over 20 locations w ith double pens. M ost o f the corrals have a 
similar shape: They have a rather small and round circle that is 
2 0 -23  m in diameter and a larger oval-shaped arc that connects to 
the small circle. This is somewhat like the pattern of the letters 
Co. The total diameter o f the pair o f corrals is 4 5 -5 0  m. The stone 
walls o f the smaller circle are usually narrower than the walls o f the 
larger arc-shaped corral. Breaks are found in the magnetic anomaly of 
some o f the curvilinear walls; these may be entrances. The discovery 
of these corrals is a new result fo r the Late Bronze Age in Crimea. 
They have remained undiscovered until now because o f the ir large 
open areas and because they are covered w ith topsoil. They have 
been revealed only w ith the analysis o f satellite images, followed by 
magnetic surveys.
The northernmost example o f a double pen was found at the set­
tlement called Bakal 2, which is located between tw o  ravines that end 
at Lake Bakal (Figure 1, site 1). A t this settlement, magnetic surveys
revealed a stone-walled double pen; the largest is 48 m wide and the 
smaller one has a diameter o f 17 m.
A soil section inside a corral at this site was investigated (Lisetskii 
e t al., 2016). The soil at the depth o f the wall had an unusual ashy col­
our and it  contained small fragments o f animal bones and handmade 
pottery dating to  the Late Bronze Age. Similar soil has been observed 
both in excavations and at the surface at other sites that have double 
pens from the Late Bronze Age; however, this was the firs t site where 
a detailed study was applied.
Microbiological analyses o f the soil from the same layer were also 
made. These suggested that the ashy colour o f the soil was probably 
not caused by burning wood; instead, it  was a result o f the com­
posting of some plant material. Both processes create similar soils: 
The colour turns whitish and the soil becomes powdery and 
structureless.
When plants are burned, charcoal is always created; the com­
posting o f plant residues does not produce charcoal. However, the 
composting o f animal dung or plant residues causes heating; as a 
result, thermophilic microorganisms develop and these can remain in 
the soil fo r an indefinitely long time. A  large number o f thermophilic 
microorganisms can be an indicator o f the accumulation and com­
posting o f animal dung at archaeological sites (Chernysheva, 
Korobov, &  Borisov, 2017).
The soil a t this site was analyzed at six d ifferent depths; see 
Figure 5. The soil sample from the depth of the stone wall (35 cm) had 
no charcoal; instead, it  contained a large number o f thermophilic 
microorganisms (260 000 cells per gram). These microorganisms grow 
at a temperature o f about 60 to  70 °C; they are not found in soils
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F I G U R E  5 The number o f thermophilic bacteria w ith in soil 
samples from the side o f an excavation at the Bakal 2 site. These 
samples were taken inside the stone enclosure, which was at a depth 
of about 35 cm. The high number o f bacteria at that depth implies the 
composting o f manure and other vegetation. Therefore, this can be 
interpreted as an ancient corral [Colour figure can be viewed at 
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
except where plant material is composting. There is no other reason 
fo r the appearance of thermophilic microorganisms in soils. Therefore, 
there was an accumulation o f animal dung from the livestock in the 
corrals; this was heated during composting, creating the large number 
of thermophilic microorganisms. The high level o f urease enzyme 
activity in the soil also confirms the presence o f animal dung. A t the 
depth of 40 cm the urease activity rose to  400 -500  i^g NH4+/g  of 
soil/h. In undisturbed steppe soils the urease activity is less then 
200-400  |^g NH4+/g  of soil/h (Chernysheva, Korobov, Khomutova, & 
Borisov, 2015).
Thus, we have additional confirmation that the stone walls 
enclosed animal pens, which further suggests that the tribes o f the 
Late Bronze Age raised livestock.
6.1 | Settlements with corrals
The largest number o f double pens (18) have been discovered on the 
Tarkhankut peninsula, see Figure 1. Eight settlements from the Late 
Bronze Age have been discovered on the slopes near Lake 
Dzharylgach (Figure 1, sites 6-13). The magnetic surveys identified 
seven animal pens as double-ovals (one settlement had no corral); 
additionally, earthen dwelling houses were found at four of these set­
tlements. It is remarkable that the corrals at these sites are very similar 
in size and shape. All o f them have a small round corral and a larger 
oval-shaped corral. Settlement H8 is typical and its double pen is 
about 150 m from the associated dwellings (Figure 6).
An archaeological excavation exposed a small part o f the corral 
wall at site H8 (see the red arrow in Figure 6). Figure 7 is a photograph 
of the wall in that excavation. The wall has a vertical thickness of
F I G U R E  6 A large settlement on the Tarkhankut peninsula. A  pair 
o f corrals is a t 1, while several dwellings are located near 2. Test pits 
in this area yielded artefacts o f the Late Bronze Age and bone 
fragments from large and small cattle. The red arrow locates one 
excavation (Figure 7) where a detailed magnetic analysis was made. 
This is site H8 (see site 8 in Figure 1) [Colour figure can be viewed at 
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
about 0.4 m; the w idth of the wall is about 2 m. Based on the dimen­
sions and depth o f the wall in this excavation, a magnetic model of 
this feature was created.
F I G U R E  7 The stone wall o f a corral at site H8. This excavation is 
2 m by 4 m in size and the bare soil is at a depth o f about 0.5 m. The 
view  in this photograph is toward the west and the photograph was 
taken by Ivan Litsuk [Colour figure can be viewed at 
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 8 has several views o f this analysis, which applied the 
Potent program. The excavation is outlined w ith a small black rectan­
gle in Figure 8(a, b). The jagged blue curve in Figure 8(c) is a plot o f 
the measurements that were made w ith in the white rectangle in 
Figure 8(a). The wall is actually a cluster o f stones, but it  was approxi­
mated by a ridged box that is outlined w ith a th ick red line. The calcu­
lated magnetic anomaly o f this simple model is drawn as a smooth red 
curve in Figure 8(c), while the two-dimensional pattern o f the calcula­
tion is plotted in Figure 8(b).
A t this site, the magnetic susceptibility o f limestone is around 
0.015 ppt and the soil a t the depth o f this wall has a susceptibility of 
1.1 ppt. The magnetic contrast between the wall and the soil is the 
difference between their susceptibilities, which is -1 .1  ppt.
The calculated magnetic anomaly is similar to  the measurements; 
most importantly, the lateral gradients of the measurements and the 
calculations are almost the same. The remanent magnetization o f the 
soil was included in this calculation, and the Q ratio is listed as 0.3 in 
Figure 8; this is the ratio o f remanent to  induced magnetization. This 
calculation assumes that the stone wall contains no soil. While there 
is soil w ith in the wall, its e ffect is apparently balanced by the stone 
rubble tha t is outside the intact wall, but which is not included in the 
model. The calculation suggests that the stone wall tha t was 
unearthed in the excavations was the entire source o f the magnetic 
anomaly.
Double pens sometimes have odd shapes. A t settlement H2 
(Figure 1, site 7) the southern corral has tw o  equal parts, creating a
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F IG U R E  8 The magnetic model o f part o f the stone wall a t site H 8. (a) The measurements, (b) the calculated anomaly. The magnetic model is 
outlined w ith red, and it  has the shape o f a house w ith a sloping roof. Its calculated field is similar to  the measurements, (c) V iew of the model, 
looking along its length. The parameters o f the magnetic model have been determined from an excavation. Magnetic north is upwards in the 
figure [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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F I G U R E  9 Two pairs o f corrals at one site. These are marked w ith 
1 and 2. This is site H2, which is located near Lake Dzharylgach (see 
site 11 in Figure 1) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary. 
com]
shape like the le tter В (Figure 9). Another example o f a pen w ith  an 
irregular shape is at site H22a (Figure 1, site 14); Figure 10.
6.2 | Settlements without corrals
It is almost certain that some Bronze Age settlements did not have 
stone-walled corrals, fo r wide-area magnetic surveys have not rev­
ealed them. A t some o f these settlements, a ring of houses may have 
formed a corral fo r livestock. Perhaps some settlements kept their 
livestock in pens that were fenced w ith wood or reeds; these have le ft 
no trace, except perhaps fo r an area w ith  high electrical conductivity 
or other indications of manure.
Bronze Age settlements w ith corrals have been found almost 
entirely near theTarkhankut peninsula. Many other Bronze Age settle­
ments have been discovered to  the southeast, but no corrals have 
been found near them. These settlements are located in the water­
shed of Lake Sasyk-Sivash to  the northeast o f the c ity of Yevpatoria
F I G U R E  10 Settlement H22a. Again, there are tw o  pairs of 
corrals. These are both marked A in the topographic map, which 
shows how the corrals are located on a ridge between tw o  valleys, 
while the likely dwelling (marked B) is at a lower elevation. The 
contour interval in the topo map is 0.05 m. The grey-scale magnetic 
map reveals the corrals and the walls o f the dwelling as white lines 
(magnetic lows). Excavations exposed one wall o f a corral and also 
part o f the dwelling at this site, which is located in the middle o f the 
Tarkhankut peninsula (see site 14 in Figure 1) [Colour figure can be 
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
(Figure 1). This area also has branched ravines, and these extend far 
into the steppe. Numerous archaeological sites o f the Late Bronze 
Age and Early Iron Age have recently been discovered here. Figure 11 
shows semi-rectangular magnetic highs from p it houses at one site.
The settlement o f Tyumen 3 was discovered on the northern 
shore o f Lake Sasyk-Sivash along a ridge between tw o  ravines 
(Figure 1, site 16). Magnetic surveys in an area o f more than 16 ha
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F I G U R E  11 The magnetic map of a group o f Late Bronze Age 
houses. Magnetic soil that fills the pits o f the houses causes the dark 
grey patterns; these have a w idth of about 10 m. There are more than 
tw o dozen o f these features in this map. The ruts of modem d irt 
roads cause the linear anomalies. This site is Bagai 1, which is on the 
north-western shore o f Lake Sasyk-Sivash (see site 17 in Figure 1)
(Figure 12) revealed the plan o f the settlement, which has at least 
20 groups of houses, each consisting o f tw o  to  three separate 
dwellings.
The anomalies are somewhat rectangular and they approximate 
the actual shape of the houses. The length or w idth of the dwellings 
varied from 2 to  10 m. As seen in Figure 12, the line o f the houses is 
an oval, measuring 300 m x  200 m. These houses might have been 
part o f an enclosure fo r livestock, so that no stone-walled corral was 
needed.
An additional example o f a settlement is at Tyumen 15, which is 
also located along the Tyumen ravine. Magnetic surveys found 32 pos­
itive anomalies that are approximately rectangular (Figure 13). No cor­
ral has been revealed yet by the magnetic survey at this site.
Magnetic and conductivity maps that were measured at Tyumen 
15 found quite different patterns; see Figure 14. The difference 
between the maps is clarified in the middle panel o f Figure 14; while 
this is simplified, and only locates the anomalous high readings, it  does 
show that there was little  correlation between the surveys. The mag­
netic survey clearly revealed several house pits as rather similar anom­
alies; however, the conductivity survey found strong anomalies
F I G U R E  12 A ring of house pits at Tyumen 3. Several clusters of 
buildings that date to  the Late Bronze Age are marked w ith red 
arrows at 1. No corral was found at this site. The edges o f several 
plowed fields are visible on the magnetic map as dark grey lines (weak 
positive anomalies) that go toward the upper right. This settlement is 
on the northern shore o f Lake Sasyk-Sivash (see site 16 in Figure 1) 
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
between those dwellings. The pair o f surveys allows a greater distinc­
tion between the anomalies; fo r example, not only can magnetic highs 
and lows be contrasted, but also magnetic highs and conductivity 
lows, and so on. These additional contrasts w ill guide future 
excavations.
The conductivity survey indicated a background or non- 
anomalous value o f 20 mS/m (which is a resistivity o f 50 ohm-m). The 
measurement o f apparent conductivity rises to  50 mS/m near the 
middle of the survey area; the actual conductivity o f the soil w ithin 
this feature must be greater than that. That actual conductivity can be 
approximated by assuming a three-layer earth. The conductivity of 
the upper layer can be assumed to  be 20 mS/m, the background level 
tha t was measured. While the conductivity of the bottom layer is not 
known, it  has been fixed at a value o f 20 mS/m also. Calculations 
(McNeill, 1980) then suggest one possible model: A  soil layer between 
a depth o f 0.3 and 1.5 m could have a conductivity o f 70 mS/m 
(14 ohm-m). This conductive layer could be natural clay; however, it  is 
also possible that the high conductivity could be caused by a former 
animal pen that does not have a detectable fence. A  similar high con­
ductiv ity anomaly was revealed next to  a Late Bronze Age dwelling at 
site 22a; this is located at В in Figure 10. A  resistivity sounding over 
that anomaly found almost the same stratification as at Tyumen 15.
The pair o f magnetic anomalies at the lower right comer of 
Figure 14 are analysed in Figure 15. W hile these features have not 
been excavated, Bronze Age house pits must cause these anomalies. 
The magnetic field o f each house was approximated w ith a pair o f
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F IG U R E  1 3  The settlement o f Tyumen 15. 
Magnetic surveys revealed a group o f positive 
anomalies (magnetic highs that are dark grey). 
Most of these are rather rectangular; negative 
anomalies or ‘halos’ can surround them. The red 
rectangle locates the enlargement in Figure 14. 
This site is on the north bank of the Tyumen 
balka (see site 15 in Figure 1) [Colour figure can 
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
Conductivity map: contour interval = 2 mS/m 
Geonics model EM38, dipoles vertical 
Bar heigh! = 0.2 m
conductivity high 
conductivity low
Anomaly map: 
Compare magnetic and 
conductivity anomalies
magnetic high 
conductivity high
Magnetic map; total magnetic field 
Gem Systems model GSM-19 
N (magnetic) Sensor height = 0.3 m
magnetic high (black) = +10 nT 
magnetic low (white) = -10 nT
10 20 30 40
Easterly distance, m
F I G U R E  14 Magnetic and conductivity maps o f a small part o f the Tyumen 15 site. The central panel compares the major anomalies. 
Magnetic highs are approximated there w ith  red dashed lines, while high conductivity areas are indicated w ith solid blue lines. The surveys agree 
at only about three anomalies [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
rectangular boxes. The red boxes are models fo r the pits; these have a 
magnetic susceptibility o f 2 ppt greater than the surrounding soil. The 
blue boxes are models o f likely fire hearths at the bottoms o f each pit; 
these have a susceptibility that is 12 ppt greater than the soil in the 
pits. A  non-magnetic band around each p it represents the stone walls 
that line each p it house. The calculations of these forward models are 
similar to  the measurements, and this analysis suggests that the pits 
have a magnetic moment o f 1.7 Am2, while the fire hearths have a 
moment o f 0.25 Am2. Magnetic moment is a parameter that quantifies 
the amount of magnetic material in a body; unlike a description o f an
anomaly by its peak field in nanotesla, magnetic moment is indepen­
dent o f sensor height, feature depth, or the mode of measurement 
(total field or gradiometer). A  better magnetic model will be created 
after the excavation o f a p it house.
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Magnetic surveys have been excellent fo r detecting these stone 
enclosures; microbiological examination has provided good evidence
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(a)
total magnetic field, contour infeoal = 2 nT
Earth's field: 
magnitude = 49.100 nT knage * O b se rv ed  TM
№)
large red boxes: house pits, thickness -  0-5 m, depth « 0.5m , susceptibility -  2.3 ppt 
 small blue boxes: hearths, thickness = 0 .t m. deoth = 0.9 m. susceptibility = 14.3 DDt
Image • Calculated TM
susceptibility ■ 0.3 p p t ^ ^ J ^ ^ ^ b la c ^ o x e s ^ u te ^ d g ^ ts t o n e w a l ls T T ic ^ e s s ~ ^ " 0 7 ^ n ^ e p t t ^ ^ ^ n ^ u s c e p t ib i l i t y ^ j
28 X(rr*
F I G U R E  15 An analysis o f tw o  Bronze Age house pits, (a) Displays the magnetic measurements; distinctive lows (blue) are found to  the north 
of the highs, (b) Reveals that the pits can be approximated w ith simple magnetic boxes. These are shown as coloured rectangles that are outlined 
black and red. The blue rectangles may locate hearths at the bottom o f the pits [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
that they are corrals. Other methods might have been applied to  the 
search fo r corrals, such as mapping magnetic susceptibility or soil 
phosphate. Similarly, alternative techniques could have identified that 
the features are corrals, such as multi-element soil chemistry 
(Nielsen & Kristiansen, 2014) or the detection of dung spherulites 
(Brochier, Villa, &  Giacomarra, 1992).
The soil w ith in the corrals is reasonably more conductive than the 
surrounding soil; however, not enough measurements have been 
made to  be certain o f this. The soil w ith in the corrals also appears to 
have a greater magnetic susceptibility than the soil outside; however, 
more measurements are needed to be certain. It is already clear that 
the magnetic maps do not show any distinctive difference between
the inside of a corral as compared to  outside, or between the tw o 
parts of a paired corral. While there may be some difference, the gen­
eral variability w ith in the magnetic maps prevents the detection of 
fa in t contrasts across the borders o f the stone walls.
The stone walls create an irregular or granular anomaly whose 
amplitude changes significantly around the curve o f the walls. This 
variability is mainly caused by changes in the fraction o f stone in the 
soil, and by the depth and w idth o f the stone wall. If the walls were 
constructed of squared blocks o f stone, the anomalies would probably 
be more constant along the length o f the walls. If the stone had signif­
icant remanent magnetization, the anomalies would change by a 
greater amount (Hesse, Barba, Link, &  Ortiz, 1997). Refilled ditches
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usually cause magnetic highs; since the magnetic topsoil that fills the 
ditches can be rather homogenous, the anomalies may change little 
along their lengths.
The soil contrasts at these corrals could be studied most econom­
ically w ith soil coring or augering, followed by geochemical and geo­
physical tests on the samples (Zhurbin &  Borisov, 2018). These 
procedures could also be applied to the high conductivity anomalies 
that have been located; these anomalies are broad and diffuse, and 
are not ideal fo r normal excavations.
W hy are the corrals now buried and invisible at the surface? One 
possible explanation is that the fertile soil w ith in the stone walls has 
allowed a th ick growth o f grass and small bushes over the millennia. 
This growth has reduced soil erosion and has also slowed the passing 
wind, allowing wind-blown soil to  deposit w ith in the vegetation. As a 
comparison, Iron Age settlements in Crimea never have the thick 
growth of vegetation on them, and the stones o f Iron Age buildings 
are often visible at the surface.
The stone enclosures are animal pens; they indicate that the rais­
ing o f livestock was im portant to  the economy o f the tribes in the 
Late Bronze Age. The separate parts of the corrals could have been 
helpful w ith  herds o f a mixed composition, allowing the separation of 
cows from sheep and goats. Separate pens could also have been nec­
essary fo r milking livestock, or shearing sheep and goats.
Settlements o f the Late Bronze Age on Tarkhankut are small, 
w ith  the number o f houses usually less than 12; these settlements 
have only one doubled corral. This indicates the social structure of 
the communities: The houses belonged to  separate families while 
the entire community owned the herd. Settlements near Lake 
Sasyk-Sivash are much larger, fo r example the settlements of 
Tyumen 3 has more than 50 dwellings while the settlement of 
Tyumen 15 has 32 dwellings.
Paired corrals were never revealed by earlier surveys on the 
northern coast of the Black Sea and no examples are known from any­
where else. They had never been seen until 2017, when excavations 
fo r the new ‘Tavrida’ highway unearthed an example in eastern Cri­
mea. During those large-area excavations, part o f a double pen was 
uncovered, as well as several earth-dwellings whose p it walls were 
faced w ith fla t stone slabs (Бейлин et al., 2018). The shape and age of 
these features are identical to  those that had been discovered earlier 
w ith  magnetic surveys in north-western Crimea.
It is possible that prior archaeologists have discovered parts of a 
double pen. However, the size o f these enclosures is so great that is 
was impossible to  understand them in small excavations. For this rea­
son, no examples of these features have been found in the archaeo­
logical literature. Nevertheless, there are some ethnographic 
similarities.
Similar double corrals are found in the mountainous country of 
Pindhos in Greek Macedonia. Doubled and three-fold stone and 
wooden pens there are intended fo r milking sheep (Chang & 
Tourtellotte, 1993, 260, figure 6). Similar enclosures, w ith  partitions, 
can also have served fo r shearing sheep.
The magnetic maps reveal what are logically called ‘long fields’ fo r 
they can extend fo r more than 100 m; see Figure 3 in particular, but
also Figures 10 and 11. W hile these patterns are often visible in satel­
lite photographs, the magnetic surveys reveal them as long and linear 
or curving magnetic anomalies. The predominant polarity o f the mag­
netic anomalies alternates from one anomaly to  the adjacent one. The 
distance from a linear high to  a parallel low is usually about 25 m 
(it varies from 15 to 40 m).
The origin o f these patterns is reasonable: The anomalies mark 
the edges and the middles o f plowed fields. Where adjacent lines of a 
field are plowed in the same direction, the soil is shifted slightly to  the 
side, but its thickness remains the same. However, at the border 
between fields and along the midline of each field, the magnetic top- 
soil can become thicker or thinner. A  greater thickness o f the soil cre­
ates a magnetic high, or positive anomaly, while a reduced thickness 
causes a magnetic low.
These long fields are often found where settlements from the 
Late Bronze Age have been discovered. The overlapping o f the corrals 
by the long fields indicates that the fields are more recent than the 
settlements; however, the age o f the fields has not been determined. 
The long fields were certainly fo r growing grain or a similar crop, and 
the crop would grow best where the soil was fertile. This was just 
where the Late Bronze Age manure and organic matter was located. 
Therefore, the people who followed must have noted the fertile soil 
tha t was le ft by the Late Bronze Age civilization. These later people 
deliberately placed many o f the ir fields where the soil was, and still is, 
very fertile.
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Magnetic surveys have been essential fo r the discovery o f these 
archaeological features; surveys at 32 settlements have discovered 
22 corrals that date to  the Late Bronze Age in north-western Crimea. 
The typical diameter o f these corrals is 4 0 -5 0  m and the w idth of 
the ir walls is about 2 m. Double corrals predominate; single pens have 
been found at only tw o  settlements.
Since the magnetic surveys identified the unique shape of these 
corrals, small excavations were made at only four locations. Tests on 
excavated soil found high concentrations o f thermophilic microorgan­
isms inside one stone ring; this is excellent evidence that this was a 
corral fo r livestock, fo r these microorganisms are found where plant 
residues or animal dung have been heated by composting.
These corrals are probably a distinctive feature o f the Late Bronze 
Age throughout Crimea, fo r they have been discovered over a wide 
area. Earthen dwellings, each about the same size and shape, accom­
pany these corrals. These findings suggest the existence of a uniform 
archaeological culture and economy in the Late Bronze Age o f Crimea. 
Kindred families inhabited the settlements here, jo in tly  owning the 
source of the ir prosperity: Herds o f a mixed composition.
While dwellings dating to  the Late Bronze Age have been discov­
ered in Crimea before, the stone-walled pens have not been found 
earlier; this is because o f their large size. Even if they have been found 
in excavations, they could not be interpreted as corrals. Wide-area 
magnetic surveys have allowed the full size and unique shape of these
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features to  be discovered. It is unusual when a geophysical survey 
reveals an archaeological feature that has never before been seen at 
the surface or in any excavation; however, this has happened here.
North-western Crimea is a palimpsest o f farms, fields, settle­
ments, and burials from many d ifferent periods. The archaeological 
sites in this area have an unusually good state of preservation, but it  is 
challenging to  distinguish the many d ifferent cultures that are found 
superimposed here.
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